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Dark sectors with strong interactions have received considerable interest. Assuming the existence of a
minimally coupled dark sector which runs to strong interactions in the infrared, we address the question
whether the scaling behavior of this dark sector can be observed in missing energy signatures at present and
future hadron colliders. We compare these findings to the concrete case of self-interacting dark matter and
demonstrate that the energy dependence of high-momentum transfer final states can in principle be used to
gain information about the UV structure of hidden sectors at future hadron colliders, subject to large
improvements in systematic uncertainties, which could complement proof-of-principle lattice investiga-
tions. We also comment on the case of dark Abelian Uð1Þ theories.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.94.055028
I. INTRODUCTION
Astronomical observations strongly indicate the exist-
ence of dark matter [1,2]. Many extensions of the Standard
Model (SM) take this into account by incorporating a so-
called dark sector: a sector of particles that are not charged
under the SM gauge interactions. The interactions of the
dark sector can be protected by global symmetries and the
particles can have a long lifetime, thus providing plausible
dark matter candidates. Phenomenologically nontrivial and
hence collider-relevant theories do not completely decouple
the dark sector, but introduce interactions with the Standard
Model fields through the exchange of a mediator of a yet
unknown force. At the renormalizable level such an
interaction can be facilitated by Uð1Þ mixing [3–5] or a
so-called Higgs portal interaction for the SM field content
[6–8].
Recently, dark sectors with strongly interacting particles
have become of interest. Nonobservation of smoking gun
signatures predicted by solutions inspired by the WIMP
miracle has spurred dark matter (DM) model building to
explore different directions, further supported by astro-
physical measurements that could be explained by com-
plex, non-weakly-interacting dark sectors.
One avenue is to predict the existence of self-interacting
dark matter, thereby addressing e.g. the core vs cusp [9],
too-big-to-fail [10], missing satellite [11] and Tully-Fisher
galaxy halo [12–14] problems simultaneously. The exist-
ence of complex dark sectors is further motivated by the
fact that there is no a priori reason why dark matter
interactions should exhibit a trivial interaction structure in
comparison to the SM, which only makes up for 15% of the
Universe’s baryonic matter content. In self-interacting DM
scenarios an energy transfer from the outer hotter region of
the halo to the central colder region can produce a core
structure in agreement with current observations. In addi-
tion, the number of Milky Way satellite galaxies is
significantly reduced. However, to allow self-interaction
of dark matter particles to explain these observations
without being excluded by others requires a large inter-
action cross section of 0.1 cm2=g ≤ σ=m ≤ 10 cm2=g
[15–18], where m denotes the dark matter candidate mass.
A strongly interacting, potentially nonminimal, dark
sector can give rise to composite DM [19–43] and dark
atoms [44–58] resulting in a rich phenomenology.
While the very existence of dark matter is a strong
indication of the presence of a secluded sector, dark sectors
are also motivated beyond the realm of dark matter. Portal-
type interactions have been motivated in generic hidden
valley scenarios [59,60], dark energy model building
[61,62], as well as conformal SM extensions to tackle
the hierarchy problem [63–66] with potential links to
leptogenesis [67] and inflation [68]. Dark sectors and their
interaction with the SM spectrum can therefore be consid-
ered as versatile tools to tackle apparent shortcomings of
the SM, typically leading to the production of new states in
high-energy interactions.
Irrespective of their motivation, we are faced with the
question of how much we can learn about dark sectors by
the very fact that their interaction with visible sectors is
suppressed. How much can present and future high-energy
colliders contribute to a resolution of this question?
It is known that inclusive rates of Z and Higgs boson
interactions, as well as new resonances in multi-Higgs final
states, can be indicative of mixing effects with dark sectors
[69–71]. However, depending on the complexity of media-
tor interactions and dark sectors, it proves very difficult
to enable a comprehensive dark sector “spectroscopy”
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[72–77]. In this paper we show that some information about
the strong dynamics of a hidden sector can be gained by
studying the momentum dependence of telltale EmissT
events. Although we limit ourselves to H þ jet final states
in the following, our arguments apply to any process that
involves mediator production at high-energy colliders.
This work is organized as follows. We first review typical
mediator scenarios and discuss in how far strong dynamics
can leave visible phenomenological footprints through
renormalization group effects at colliders in Sec. II, before
we focus on a minimal scenario based on Higgs portal
interactions. In Sec. III we provide sensitivity estimates of
dark sector spectroscopy at the 14 and 100 TeV hadron
collider and comment on the expected performance of a
future lepton collider. As we will see, this will crucially
depend on improved experimental systematics. In Sec. IV
we connect the general discussion of Secs. II and III to the
concrete case of self-interacting dark matter and demon-
strate that aspects of dark sectors can in principle be
revealed by studying high-energy collisions. In case a state
will be discovered that can be interpreted as a dark sector-
mediator, such measurements can complement the on-
going effort to construct realistic composite dark matter
scenarios using lattice simulations. We summarize and
conclude in Sec. V.
II. MODEL
How can the dynamics of a strong sector influence the
mediator phenomenology? The answer to this question is
directly related to the UV properties of a particular mediator
model and, to this end, we therefore focus on UV-complete
models with scalar and vector mediators. As is well known
from studies of simplified dark matter models [77–87],
collider experiments are typically better suited to discover
vector mediators with gauge-like interactions to quarks and
the dark sector than scalar mediators with Yukawa-like
couplings. In the vectorial case, however, the coupling to
both visible and hidden sectors has to be a gauge coupling
while the mass of the mediator is realized through sponta-
neous symmetry breaking (or a Stückelberg approach). The
only possibility, therefore, is to understand the mediator
interactions as part of a (Higgsed) product-group gauge
theory, e.g. SM ×Uð1Þmediator × SUðNÞdark. Resumming the
logarithmic enhancements of mediator production in e.g. a
monojet signature can be estimated through a leading order
(LO)-improved renormalization group calculation that repla-
ces the fixed LO value of g0 with a running parameter as a
function of the probed energy scale. The behavior of the
mediator coupling g0 in the vectorial case, however, is
protected through Ward identities which gives rise to a
one-loop renormalization group equation (RGE)
μ
dg0
dμ
∝
ðg0Þ3
16π2
; ð1Þ
irrespective of the dynamics in either the visible or hidden
sector. Moreover, the mediator production cross section
would only reflect the total contributing number of degrees
of freedom to the running of g0 but not their interaction
properties (this is exactly the situation we encounter for the
SM gauge couplings). On the one hand, such effects are
difficult to observe in the LHC’s (and a future 100 TeV
collider’s) energy range unless the value of g0 was large
enough to make the validity of perturbation theory ques-
tionable and potentially introduce a low-scale Landau pole.
On the other hand the monojet cross section dominantly
probes the mediator sector only, which is not the question we
would like to see addressed by the measurement.
The LO RGE characteristics of gauge couplings are not
present for scalar mediators. This already becomes trans-
parent from the SM RGEs, where the top Yukawa inter-
action behaves as
μ
dySMt
dμ
¼ y
SM
t
16π2

9
2
ðySMt Þ2 −
17
12
g2Y −
9
4
g2L − 8g23

ð2Þ
in addition to the RGE equation for the QCD coupling g3
that now probes the strong dynamics as a consequence of
Eq. (1). Therefore the combined solution of one-loop RGEs
indeed dials sensitivity from the QCD sector into the
behavior of the Higgs-top interactions. This only happens
at two-loop order for the gauge couplings and is, hence,
suppressed in this case.
This shows that if we limit ourselves to scalar mediators,
we can indeed expect to observe an echo of the strong
sector dynamics in the mediator cross sections. Therefore,
we focus in the following on a scenario consisting of a real
SM-singlet scalar ϕ which obtains a vacuum expectation
value x (similar to the singlet-extended Standard Model
[6–8,88–90]), generating mass terms for three generations
of SM-singlet Dirac fermion dark quarks ψ through
Yukawa interactions. These mass terms can be small while
the heaviness of the IR degrees of freedom can arise from
confinement in the dark sector. The full scalar potential is
given by1
VðH;ϕÞ ¼ −m2HH†H −
m2ϕ
2
ϕ2 þ λ1ðH†HÞ2
þ λ2
4
ϕ4 þ λ3
2
ϕ2H†H: ð3Þ
The λ3 induced mixing between ϕ and H generically
results in interactions between the visible and dark sector
mediated by the two scalar mass eigenstates h and h0, and
we denote the mixing angle θ, defined through (in unitary
gauge)
1We impose a Z2 symmetry to forbid any additional terms for
simplicity.
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H ¼

0
ðvþ h1Þ=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

; ϕ ¼ ðxþ h2Þ; ð4Þ
which are related to the eigenstates in the Lagrangian by a
two-dimensional isometry
h
h0

¼

cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

h1
h2

: ð5Þ
θ is expressed in terms of the Lagrangian parameters by
tan 2θ ¼ λ3vx
λ2x2 − λ1v2
: ð6Þ
In principle we have five free parameters in the scalar
sector, which we choose as mðhÞ, mðh0Þ, v, x, θ, but we
identify h as the Higgs-like particle discovered at the LHC
which fixes mðhÞ≃ 125 GeV and v≃ 246 GeV.
A. The confining SUðNÞ case
Since we are interested in dark sectors with nontrivial
gauge structure we introduce a new SUðNÞ gauge group
(under which the SM transforms as a singlet) and let the
dark quarks transform in theM representation. We consider
the Uð1Þ case below.
The dark sector Lagrangian then reads
Ldark ¼ −Yi;jψ ϕψ¯ iψ j þ h:c:þ iψ¯γμDμψ −
1
4g2d
GaμνGa;μν:
ð7Þ
The mixing of the scalars will modify the interaction
strength of the mass eigenstates with the two matter sectors:
h couplings to the Standard Model are scaled by cos θ
compared to the StandardModel expectation and dark sector
couplings are scaled by sin θ compared to the ϕ, and vice
versa for h0. This means ψ¯ψ production is allowed through
both h and h0 when kinematically possible (see Ref. [91] for
a more detailed look at the phenomenology of a similar
model). We assume Yψ is diagonal which means we have
four new parameters but motivated by the structure of the
Yukawa terms in the SM we assume the third generation of
dark quarks is considerably heavier than the two first ones
and set the other Yukawa terms to 0, which leaves us with
Y3;3ψ and gd. Showering and hadronization can then occur as
in QCD [59,60] and decay to low-lying states can be
achieved through additional weak interactions which will
not impact the qualitative scaling behavior induced by the
strong interactions in the dark sector (like in the SM sector).
In total our free parameters for our study are
Y3;3ψ ; gd; θ; mðh0Þ; x: ð8Þ
To illustrate the effects of RGE running from differentN and
Mwe fixmost of these to generic values inspired by their SM
equivalents (defined at the h pole): x ¼ 100 GeV, Y3;3ψ ¼
0.7, θ ¼ 0.5, andmðh0Þ ¼ 150 GeV. This parameter point is
in agreement with current constraints [92]. For our chosen
benchmark of 70 GeV fermion mass production through h is
kinematically suppressed and wewill ignore it from now on.
Also, since Brðh0 → ψψ¯Þ ≈ 1 current constraints from addi-
tional Higgs searches in visible channels are easily evaded.
We fix gd in two different ways: first, by setting gd ¼ gS at
the Z pole in order to map out the general features of the
solutions in Sec. III, and second, by requiring the dark IR
Landau pole to be ∼0.5 GeV in order to make Λd fall in a
relevant part of parameter space for self-interacting dark
matter in Sec. IV. This second requirement could be refined
by using auxiliary measurements (e.g. on the lattice) but
should capture the main features we are interested in; relevant
to our analysis is the comparison of the different dark sectors.
Much like the top Yukawa in the Standard Model, the β
function of Y3;3ψ will be sensitive to the dark gauge group
already at one-loop level, which is the source of the
dependence on the precise form of the group of the mixing
angle θ in Eq. (6), as the one-loop β functions for λ2, λ3 and
x all have a dependence on Y3;3ψ . Additionally these also
depend on M [93–95]
μ
dgd
dμ
¼ −

11
3
CðAÞ − 4TðMÞ

g3d
16π2
; ð9aÞ
μ
dY3;3ψ
dμ
¼ ð−6CðMÞg2d þ ð2DimðMÞ þ 3ÞðY3;3ψ Þ2Þ
Y3;3ψ
16π2
; ð9bÞ
μ
dλ2
dμ
¼ ð18λ22 þ 2λ23 þ 8DimðMÞλ2ðY3;3ψ Þ2 − 8DimðMÞðY3;3ψ Þ4Þ
1
16π2
; ð9cÞ
μ
dλ3
dμ
¼

−
3
2
g21 −
9
2
g22 þ 12λ1 þ 6λ2 þ 4λ3 þ 4DimðMÞðY3;3ψ Þ2 þ 6y2t

λ3
16π2
; ð9dÞ
μ
dx
dμ
¼ −2DimðMÞðY3;3ψ Þ2 x
16π2
: ð9eÞ
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Here CðAÞ is the quadratic Casimir of the adjoint repre-
sentation (¼ N), TðMÞ is the index ofM, and CðMÞ is the
quadratic Casimir of M.
Taking the Standard Model as a guiding example,
it is also reasonable to expect an SUðNÞ to capture
the most important RGE effects even when the gauge
group is enlarged, and hence this study should have
some applicability beyond the simple scenario we consider
here.
B. Dark Uð1Þ’s
We also consider a model with a dark Uð1Þ symmetry
which the now complex ϕ is charged under, hence gen-
erating a mass term for the new gauge boson using the extra
scalar degree of freedom. To avoid anomalies we have to
introduce an additional dark fermion field and we choose
the charges as qd ∼ 0, ud ∼ 1=2, dd ∼ −1=2, ϕ ∼ 1=2. The
dark sector Lagrangian is then
Ldark ¼ −Yi;ju ϕ†u¯idqjd − Yi;jd ϕd¯idqjd þ H:c:þ iq¯dγμDμqd þ iu¯dγμDμud þ id¯dγμDμdd −
1
4g2
FμνFμν: ð10Þ
This gives us a theory which is similar to the one
introduced above but which is not confining and has a
Yukawa-like interaction potential between the dark
fermion fields. Note that we will refer to the gauge
coupling in the Uð1Þ model as g in contrast to gd in the
non-Abelian case. Much like in the non-Abelian case we
assume only the heaviest fermion with a mass of
70 GeV is relevant for our RGE calculation and set
all other Yukawa terms to 0, and keep all other
parameters the same. We also assume there is no kinetic
mixing between the dark Uð1Þ and Uð1ÞY . The renorm-
alization group equations for this model are given
below. Note that we have changed the normalization
of the ϕ field to that of a complex scalar field, and
include a factor of 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
when expanding around x
(leading to factor of 2 difference for terms involving
squared Yukawas).
The RGEs for this model read [93–95]
μ
dg
dμ
¼ 13
12
g3
16π2
; ð11aÞ
μ
dY3;3u
dμ
¼

−
3
4
g2 þ 2ðY3;3u Þ2

Y3;3u
16π2
; ð11bÞ
μ
dλ2
dμ
¼

20λ22 þ 2λ23 þ
3
8
g4 − 3g2λ2 þ 4λ2ðY3;3u Þ2 − 2ðY3;3u Þ4

1
16π2
; ð11cÞ
μ
dλ3
dμ
¼

−
3
2
g21 −
9
2
g22 −
3
2
g2 þ 12λ1 þ 8λ2 þ 4λ3 þ 2ðY3;3u Þ2 þ 6y2t

λ3
16π2
; ð11dÞ
μ
dx
dμ
¼ −ðY3;3u Þ2 x
16π2
: ð11eÞ
III. RESULTS
We use SARAH [96] in order to obtain the relevant β
functions at one loop for the described scenarios (checked
against the general forms given in Ref. [95]), and solve
these for the given boundary conditions.2 These are then
used to calculate the running of the mixing angle, which is
then passed on to a FORTRAN implementation of a full
leading-order pp → h0j parton-level event generator based
on VBFNLO [97] and FORMCALC [98,99], arriving at a one-
loop RGE-improved parton-level calculation which is
typically used in QCD LO calculations. An example
diagram is shown in Fig. 1. Finally we take the branching
ratio Brðh0 → ψψ¯Þ into account as a flat rescaling at the
Higgs masses, which corresponds to the advocated pre-
scription of the Higgs Cross Section Working Group [100].
Throughout, the scale in the calculation is set to pTðh0Þ,
which is a motivated relevant scale for the logarithmically
enhanced modifications of the cross section at large
momentum transfers.
2
SARAH also calculates the two-loop β functions on demand
but we do not use these to keep the dependence on N and M
completely transparent as detailed in Eqs. (9a)–(9e). We have
checked that including two-loop effects does not change the
results presented here.
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A. 14 and 100 TeV hadron colliders
We estimate the monojet background by generating
pp→ ðZ → ννÞj parton-level events and scaling this by
a factor of 1.5 to get an estimate of the total background
following Ref. [101].3
In order to get a handle on the strong sector dynamics,
we need to study the energy dependence of exclusive cross
sections. Concretely this means we need to determine how
an excess in the monojet channel scales as a function of
EmissT when such a signal can be extracted from the
background. This will allow us to make a statement about
the likely gauge structure of the dark sector if different dark
gauge groups indeed predict a statistically relevant
deviation in a comparison. The relative scaling of the cross
section as a function of missing EmissT for different gauge
groups and different representations of SUð5Þ is given in
Fig. 2. Due to our choice of scale the behavior will be
exactly the same at all center-of-mass energies.
The constraints from single Higgs phenomenology
enforce a small mixing angle for SM-like Higgs measure-
ments, which act as a boundary condition to the RGE flow.
We therefore find for our parameter point that the absolute
cross sections at 14 TeVare too small for a measurement to
be made even with the full HL-LHC data set.4
The cross sections at a 100 TeV proton-proton collider
given in Table I are large enough to offer an opportunity to
make a measurement of the running of θ using a data set of
10 ab−1. The expected background and signal distributions
for SU(2) and SU(20) are shown in Fig. 3. Given the
expected small mixing angle, the largest experimental
challenge will undoubtedly be the reduction of the
systematic uncertainties of the measurements by over an
order of magnitude compared to the recent 8 and 13 TeV
monojet analyses by ATLAS and CMS [101–104]. The
impeding factor of a 14 TeV analysis, i.e. the smallness of
the expected signal cross section as well as a limited data
set will be overcome at a 100 TeV machine, where the
signal cross sections are large enough to gather very large
statistics with the aim to use data-driven, as well as
multivariate techniques, which essentially remove the
background uncertainties to a very large extent. Using
an extrapolation from the low-missing-energy regime is not
straightforwardly possible since the low-missing-energy
phase space region receives a contribution from signal
events, and is not entirely background dominated.
However, Z boson data can be extrapolated from visible
Z → eþe− and γ þ jet subsidiary measurements at essen-
tially zero statistical uncertainty [note that all involved
couplings are gauge couplings following Eq. (1)], which
essentially allows us to directly infer the dominant
Zð→νν¯Þ þ jet distribution completely using data-driven
techniques. Similar techniques were used already for
8 TeV analyses, e.g. Ref. [105] (see also Refs. [106–111]
for related theoretical work). Since the detector layout of a
100 TeV machine is likely to change towards an improved
electromagnetic calorimeter coverage [112,113], this map-
ping from ðZ → eþe−Þ þ jet and γ þ jet could also be
performed without relying on an extrapolation into
the jet-acceptance region beyond the lepton and photon
acceptance regions jηj < 2.5 that is imposed by the current
LHC setup.
In the likely case that we can gain excellent control over
the background distribution in a data-driven approach
(i.e. assuming only statistical uncertainties), we can expect
a 5σ discovery threshold of ≳100 fb−1 using a binned
log-likelihood approach (as detailed in Refs. [114,115])
based on the missing energy distribution for the SUð2Þ
running, although the signal vs background ratio is small.
Discriminating the SUð2Þ from the SUð20Þ hypothesis,
for instance, should then be possible at 95% C.L. [116]
for L≳ 1.6 ab−1 [assuming statistical uncertainties only
(Fig. 4)]. Similar conclusions hold for discriminating large
non-Abelian groups against the Uð1Þ scenario (at slightly
smaller integrated luminosities).
B. Probing dark sectors through h couplings
Since our SM-like scalar h has its couplings scaled by
cosðθÞ we could in theory also use these to investigate the
structure of the dark sector. Measuring θ at mh is straight-
forward (current measurements already put some tension
on our parameter point), after which the scaling could be
investigated through a similar analysis as above but using
cleaner and better understood visible decay channels, with
larger cross sections. However, the issue with such a
measurement is that θ generically runs to smaller values
and hence towards the maximum of cos θ where derivatives
FIG. 1. Example diagram contributing to the process. The
dependence on the dark gauge group enters through the running
of θ as explained in the text.
3While mismeasured lepton ðW → νlÞj events are important
and slightly change the scaling with energy of the background,
this rescaling should be conservative for our purposes as back-
grounds at larger EmissT will be over-estimated.4By changing the parameters, however, we could indeed
maximize the potential of the HL-LHC at the price of creating
further tension with Higgs signal strength measurements. We do
not discuss this case in detail as it is likely to be challenged by run
2 analyses.
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vanish; at small θ1;2, cosðθ1Þ= cosðθ2Þ ∼ 1. At our param-
eter point we find cross section differences of up to 30%
between SUð2Þ and SUð20Þ at a scale of 1 TeV when
looking at production scaled by sinðθÞ2 (running away from
the minimum), but these differences shrink to about 1%
when scaling by cosðθÞ2. At smaller values of θðmhÞ this
problem is further worsened and already with θðmhÞ ¼ 0.1
one needs to investigate differences of Oð0.01%Þ, which is
challenging the sensitivity range of a future lepton collider
[117,118].
C. A note on future lepton colliders
At a future lepton collider the two dominant production
mechanisms for h0 would be h0-strahlung and WW
fusion. h0-strahlung is a threshold effect and would as
such be inherently insensitive to the running of θ. WW
fusion dominates at higher
ﬃﬃ
s
p
and does in theory feel the
running of θ but since the final state would be h0νν¯, a
measurement would have to rely on a radiated photon
leading to cross sections of the order of Oð1–10 fbÞ for
TABLE I. Cross sections of the signal at 100 TeVand expected
measurements of the scaling with EmissT using 10 ab
−1 of data.
The Uð1Þ result uses gðMZÞ ¼ 0.1. The statistics-only uncer-
tainty on the ratio is calculated by estimating the statistical
uncertainty on the signal strength in both cases and propagating
these through to the ratio. For a CLs test based on the missing
energy distribution see below.
Cut Uð1Þ SUð2Þ SUð25Þ Bgd.
EmissT > 200GeV 1.84 pb 1.70 pb 1.45 pb 432 pb
EmissT > 500GeV 0.0411 pb 0.0359 pb 0.0271 pb 18.0 pb
signal Ratio 44.8 1.47 47.3 1.78 53.5 2.66
FIG. 2. Ratios of monojet channel cross sections in the missing EmissT spectra for (a) varying gauge groups with the dark quarks in the
fundamental representation, (b) SUð5Þ with the dark quarks in varying representations, and (c) the Uð1Þ model with varying values for
the dark coupling g fixed at MZ. We fix gd ¼ gS at MZ as the dark gauge sector boundary condition.
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ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 500–1000 GeV for unpolarized eþe− beams, mak-
ing a measurement dependent on extremely large integrated
luminosities. However, thanks to the controlled kinematics
at a lepton collider, the dominant background ðZ → νν¯Þγ
peaks strongly at Eγ ¼ EZ ¼ Ebeam for Ebeam ≫ mZ,
whereas the signal peaks below Eγ < mh0, which allows
for an almost background-free analysis before detector
effects are taken into account. The choice of scale here is
not straightforward and we can expect non-RGE electro-
weak effects to play a significant role. Although this
channel provides a clean avenue to test the hypothesis,
RGE analyses alone cannot obtain a reliable estimate of the
sensitivity.
IV. POTENTIAL RELATION WITH
SELF-INTERACTING DARK MATTER
The DM self-interaction cross section is measured at a
very large and mass-dependent value σ=m≃ 1.3 b=GeV
[119]. Such a large cross section can of course be achieved
by going to very small mass scales in the perturbative regime
(see e.g. Ref. [120]) and our U(1) discussion of the previous
section is therefore directly relevant for these scenarios.
Cross sections of this size are not unusual in strongly
interacting confined theories such as QCD, and we focus on
this possibility in the following in detail. While the non-
Abelian theories we have discussed so far are asymptoti-
cally free, explaining the relatively large characteristic
decrease at large momentum transfers, they will confine
at low scales to giving rise to a series of hadronic states in
the dark sector. The details are highly dependent on the
respective fermion and gauge symmetry content and the
details as well as the existence of realistic confining
theories can only be clarified by lattice simulations.
However, we can obtain a qualitative estimate of whether
such theories can reproduce self-interacting dark matter
scenarios by means of chiral perturbation theory (χPT). To
this end we assume that the self-interaction cross section is
dominated by nonrelativistic pion scattering, well below the
energy scales of other dark hadronic resonances. This will
provide an estimate of the validity range of such scenarios
and give us an idea if our previous discussion is relevant for
self-interacting dark matter scenarios without making a
particular reference to modified velocity distributions of the
dark matter halo, which are likely to be found in theories
with complex interactions [52,52,53]. Modifications from
both corrections due to additional hadronic contributions to
the cross section as well as a modified dark matter profile
will change our numerical outcome, but can be compen-
sated at least numerically by changing the fundamental
parameters of χPT, which needs to be confirmed by lattice
investigations.
The pion dynamics is completely determined by a
½SUðNÞ × SUðNÞ=SUðNÞ nonlinear sigma model describ-
ing the coset field ΦðxÞ with dark pion decay constant f ~π
UðxÞ ¼ exp

iΦðxÞ
f ~π

: ð12Þ
Analogous to QCD we assume the pion to be the lightest
hadronic state in the spectrum; if no additional gauged
Uð1Þ symmetry is present in the dark sector this state
will remain stable.5 The interactions that we consider
follow from expanding the nonlinear sigma model
Ldark;χ ¼
f2~π
4
Trð∂μU∂μU†Þ ð13Þ
FIG. 3. 100 TeV signal and background distributions that feed
into the confidence level calculation detailed in the text.
FIG. 4. CLs hypothesis test detailed in the text, only assuming
statistical uncertainties.
5Quasi-singularities exist which could potentially lead to a
large CP violation effect through interactions mediated by
’t Hooft vertices. These involve coherent dark quark fields which
are difficult to maintain at high temperatures in the early Universe
and therefore SM baryogenesis is hard to explain by communi-
cating dark baryogenesis to the visible sector.
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and by identifying the dark pion with the uncharged pion
analogous to QCD we arrive at
Ldark;χ ¼
1
2
ð∂πÞ2 þ 1
f2~π
π2ð∂πÞ2 þ    ; ð14Þ
where the ellipsis refers to higher-order terms in the χPT
expansion as well as interactions of other states. With this
Lagrangian we can compute the self-interaction cross
section straightforwardly (we have cross-checked our
results against implementations with FEYNRULES [121]
and FORMCALC [98,99]) and obtain in the nonrelativistic
limit
σ
m
¼ m
4πf4~π
; ð15Þ
which we can use to gauge whether self-interaction
cross sections can be obtained from theories that show
similarities with QCD (we assume the mass to be generated
through a small explicit chiral symmetry violation
analogous to QCD). With naive dimensional analysis
(NDA) [122], we can furthermore limit the parameter
range of the dark pion decay constant given its mass.
The mass needs to be smaller than the NDA cutoff m <
Λdark ≃ 4πf ~π and pion scattering needs to be in agreement
with the observed self-interaction cross section of
σ=m≃ 1.3 b=GeV. This locates the cutoff of the theory
between 0.2 GeV≲ 4πf ~π ≲ 0.8 GeV for pion masses
m < 0.8 GeV. Matching the Landau pole of the
running of the dark sector strong interaction to this
energy scale then allows us to make a projection of the
impact of the running at large momentum transfers in the
light of our discussion of Sec. III. The results are given
in Fig. 5.
As can be seen from Eq. (15), if the self-interaction cross
section is indeed dominated by the low-energy pion
interactions, the cross section alone does not contain
information about the strong dynamics as such (provided
that the symmetry-breaking pattern indeed produces a
spectrum that matches our assumptions). If this is the case,
the only way to perform spectroscopy of the described
scenario is through studies of the momentum dependence
of the fundamental parameters of the dark sector UV
theory. Since dark-gluon production is not directly acces-
sible, an investigation through portal-interactions whose
presence can be established through additional resonance
searches is vital to gain information about the potential
presence of such a sector given the discovery of an
additional scalar which is compatible with a Higgs mixing
scenario.
Although our main focus is the general behavior of
general strongly interacting dark sectors and their spec-
troscopy using Higgs mixing, models with self-interacting
hidden sectors should also reproduce the correct measured
relic density ΩDMh2 ≈ 0.12 to be viable dark matter
candidates. Our setup is flexible and allows for thermal
freeze-out to occur either through standard annihilation into
the SM, through number-changing 3 → 2 interactions
between the dark pions as in Refs. [123,124] (subject to
the conditions detailed in this work), or a combination of
the two, depending on the details of the chosen parameter
point.
There is also the possibility that glueballs make up most
of the relic density instead of the pions as qualitatively
discussed above. Since our discussion involves asymptoti-
cally free dark sectors, the analyses of Refs. [41,125] are
applicable in this case: on the one hand, the correct relic
density can be achieved by tuning the ratio of the visible
and dark sector temperatures, which, however, requires an
extremely small mixing. Under these circumstances the
discovery of the additional scalar becomes impossible. On
the other hand, if both sectors are in thermal contact
through non-negligible mixing angles, we need to rely
on additional (supersymmetric) dynamics to make the
model cosmologically viable [41]. Our discussion does
FIG. 5. Ratios of monojet channel cross sections in the missing
EmissT spectra for (a) varying gauge groups with the dark quarks in
the fundamental representation, and (b) SUð5Þ with the dark
quarks in varying representations. The value of gd was fixed by
requiring Λd ≃ 0.5 GeV.
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not apply in these cases straightforwardly and we leave an
analysis of supersymmetric extensions to future work.6
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Dark sectors are SM extensions motivated to tackle a
plethora of unexplained phenomenological observations
that require physics beyond the SM. Their appeal from
a model-building perspective comes at the price of a
naturally suppressed phenomenological sensitivity yield
in terrestrial experiments such as colliders. In this paper,
using RGE-improved calculations, we have motivated that
studying the energy dependence of scalar mediators,
produced at a future hadron collider and decaying invisibly,
can be utilized to gain some insights into the nature of the
hidden sector, in particular because data-driven methods
will be available for large data sets of 10 ab−1. Gaining
excellent systematic control over the backgrounds well
beyond the current expectations of theoretical as well as
experimental uncertainties will be crucial to obtain these
insights into strongly interacting dark sectors, which can
complement other lattice investigations.
We have used this rather general observation for the
concrete case of self-interacting dark matter, whose large
cross section can be naturally explained by strong dynam-
ics. If the strongly interacting dark matter scenario turns out
to be true and its relation to the TeV scale through e.g.
Higgs mixing becomes favored, then the described
approach will be a unique collider-based strategy that
provides insight into a strongly interacting sector (supplied
by calculations of finite corrections which are not governed
in our RGE-based approach), albeit remaining experimen-
tally challenging.
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